A SINGLE PARTNER

The answer for a full service
Four professional realities jointed together in a permanent legal form
to form a single general contractor capable of satisfying the customer’s
requirements, autonomously and without third parties.
More than 250 qualified professionals capable to meet the necessary
certifications, starting from the building design up to electrical, hydraulic
and industrial design.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS

via Cuneo, 147
12012 Boves (CN)
Piemonte - Italia
Tel./Fax (+39) 0171.38.67.18

AIR TREATMENT AND FLUID

FOR A COMPETENT

REALITY

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS AND AUTOMATION

MECHANICAL CARPENTRY

www.c-sei.com

Quality, safety and environmental care on large territorial
scale operating on real estate property for every intended
use (commercial, industrial, services sector),ensuring
professionalism and competence with more than 80
specialized employees. Integrated services for the design
and the technical management of worksite; complete
management of the jobs, in a specialized technical
environment, starting from the order to the final testing of
new buildings or restructuration.

CERTIFICATION
ISO 9001:2008
SOA categorie:
OG1 cl. VIII; OG2 cl. IV; OG3 cl. IV; OG11 cl. V; OS3 cl. I;
OS21 cl. IVbis; OS28 cl. IVbis; OS30 cl. V

Design, plant, electric panel boards and automation: four elements
strong integrated with each other to offer complete and specific
solutions to satisfy all the customer’s requirements.
More than 130 employees and an important technical structure,
composed by about 40 technical experts and highly specialized
engineers, for the development of the design part (hardware
and software) and the management/coordination of the different
worksites.

CERTIFICATION
UNI EN ISO 9001, CSQ - IQNET
OHSAS 18001 e ISO 14001
Sistema di gestione integrato qualità sicurezza e ambiente
SOA categorie:
OG9 cl. VII; OG10 cl. VII; OG11 cl. III;
OS3 cl. II; OS5 cl. II; OS16 cl. III;
OS30 cl. VIII

Complex works from the development to the maintenance through
design, building and assembling of metalworking and plant systems.
Thanks to a staff of engineers, a team of 85 qualified professional
worker and a workshop outfitted with the best working equipment, in
an area of 1600 mq.
SCAMIC belongs to the Mastof group, leader in the sector of
internal and external automotive soundproofing insulation.
With the knowledge acquired in this sector, SCAMIC is proposed
for the maintenance of existing lines, the building of new lines and
the implementation of automation systems where had not yet been
designed.

CERTIFICATION
UNI EN ISO 9001, TUV

A multitude of facilities focused to mechanical plant systems, in
both civil and industrial fields, in particular the thermal, fluid and air
plants sectors.
A solid experience at national and international level, in the
manufacturing and installation of thermic, hydraulics and duct
systems, suction and dust filtering plants, special systems installed
in potential explosive ambiences (ATEX 94/9/CE), air treatment
systems, alimentary application related systems, heat recovering
systems, regulation and control systems, cases and paneling for
thermal and acoustic insulation.

CERTIFICATION
UNI EN ISO 9001

